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Biometrics is, literally, “measurements of life”. They consist of "automated methods of identifying or
verifying the identity of a person based on one, or more, physiological or behavioral characteristic(s)."
___________________________________________________________________________________

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

THC Announces Year over Year Sales Growth in the Fortune
500 and International Corrections Markets
Boston, Massachusetts. (September 7, 2016) THC Technologies Corp a private corporation
engaged in the global biometric solutions market, today announced it has experienced
considerable sales growth of its VoiceVantage™ voice verification software within the
corrections telecommunications market.
THC CEO Frances Lynch said, “The market for correctional telecommunications exceeds $3.5
billion per year in the Americas alone and THC continues to enjoy recognition as the industry’s
inmate voice verification leader. Demand for our highly secure voice verification software
continues to increase exponentially. Our inmate voice verification installations have increased
our overall sales volume year over year for the past two years.
In addition, Fortune 500 Institutions in the international financial vertical have continued to rely
on and increase their use of our technology. THC and its Partners design, deploy and support
advanced voice verification solutions worldwide. THC provides the core proprietary voice
verification solutions Partners deploy to secure software applications, often at military grade,
for multiple security markets including the correction sector. “
Tom Wilkerson, THC’s VP of Marketing concurred saying, "THC is the obvious choice for our
Partners and clients as they address today’s secure communication challenges. Our advanced
security products in combination with our Partner’s expertise offer innovative solutions
positioning us to capitalize on the substantial corrections market opportunity worldwide.
Organizations in public education, financial services, healthcare, government and many other
industries maximize performance and provide investment protection because THC and our
partners deliver complete best-of-breed voice authentication solutions. We focus on designing,
developing and deploying voice solutions with our partners sharing the common goal to create
best-of-breed hardware and software configurations on which to deploy their industry specific
solutions.”
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Safe Harbor Statement
As provided by the “Safe Harbor Statement under the Private Security Litigation Reform Act of
1995,” THC Technologies Corporation (THC) cautions the reader that this release includes
certain information that may constitute forward-looking statements. Actual events or results
may differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements.
For more information contact:
Frances Lynch, CEO
THC Technologies Corporation
540-443-9290
flynch@thctechnologies.com
www.voicevantage.com
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